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Abstract—A proof-of-principle demonstration of a multiple
input-multiple output (MIMO) dense wavelength division multi-
plexing (DWDM) system is reported. It uses standard uncooled dis-
tributed feedback lasers with intensity modulation-direction detec-
tion (IM-DD), in which the temperature of each laser is allowed to
drift independently within a 50 °C temperature range. A feedback-
based laser bias control algorithm is introduced to guarantee ac-
ceptable wavelength spacing and a postphotodetection minimum
mean square error decoder is applied to cancel the interchannel
crosstalk. The relative sensitivity of the MIMO receiver in both
a random laser temperature drift scenario and a worst-case sce-
nario are investigated by simulations in MATLAB. Experimental
results for a 40-channel × 12.5 Gb/s DWDM system transmitting
over 28 km of single-mode fiber with worst possible wavelength
distribution prove the feasibility of the technique.

Index Terms—Energy consumption, multiple input multiple
output, wavelength division multiplexing.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapid growth of Internet traffic [1], WDM has
been proven to be a powerful technique in expand-

ing the transmission capacity [2], [3] of long-haul transmis-
sion links [4], [5], metro area networks [6], [7] and optical
access networks [8], [9]. However, owing to narrow wavelength
spacing, current WDM systems demand higher wavelength ac-
curacy and stability against environmental changes to achieve
low crosstalk operation. These requirements typically need the
transceivers to feature wavelength monitoring or locking units
and thermo electric coolers (TECs), both of which lead to ex-
cessive cost, power consumption and system complexity [10].
With the growing awareness of the enormous power consump-
tion in the ICT industry [11]–[13], approaches for low cost
WDM systems have been extensively studied over the last few
years [14], [15]. As described below, most of this research
falls into three categories: coarse WDM (CWDM) systems
with greater wavelength spacing, uncooled transmitter design
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and a recently emerged method of introducing a MIMO setup
in the receiver.

The CWDM approach uses a larger channel spacing to
achieve a large allowable wavelength deviation [16]. However,
this is at the cost of significantly decreased spectral efficiency
and only a relatively few sub-channels can be supported in
CWDM. Meanwhile, many designs for uncooled transmitters
have been reported [17], [18]. These transmitters successfully
eliminate the TECs without changing the wavelength spacing.
However, not only do they need an extra control circuit or system
to lock the emission wavelength but also the lasers need to be
tunable lasers [19] or injection-locked vertical-cavity surface-
emitting lasers [20], which are more complex than current lasers
in use.

Recently, a novel uncooled DWDM system design has been
reported [21], [22], in which the wavelengths are allowed to drift
freely but all by the same extent and an IM-DD based MIMO
receiver followed by an MMSE decoder is used to cancel the
crosstalk. Unlike the other two approaches, this system still uses
standard DFB lasers that are used in most current WDM systems.
However, this system is vulnerable to the relative temperature
(and hence wavelength) drift between adjacent channels. If the
neighboring channels’ wavelengths move close to each other,
caused by the uneven temperature drift, the power penalty of
the MMSE decoder will dramatically increase and eventually
the system will fail.

In this paper, this limitation of the previous work has been
overcome by introducing a feedback based laser bias control al-
gorithm to adjust adaptively the channel spacing to ensure error
free measurement. This design allows every individual uncooled
laser’s temperature to drift independently within a 50 °C range.
The proposed MIMO setup including an arrayed waveguide
grating (AWG) design is introduced in Section II. A detailed
description of the second-stage laser bias control algorithm is
shown in Section III. Section IV illustrates a comprehensive
study of the system performance in different temperature sce-
narios by simulation. In Section V, an experiment of a 40 channel
× 12.5 Gb/s DWDM system transmitting over 28 km of single
mode fiber (SMF) with the worst possible wavelength distribu-
tion is successfully demonstrated.

II. PRINCIPLE OF THE MIMO DWDM SYSTEM

In an uncooled WDM system, the laser emission wavelength
can drift with temperature. Therefore, when using a conventional
AWG, the signal may be lost due to the wavelength drift in the
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Fig. 1. Two issues caused by wavelength drift: power loss and crosstalk.

Fig. 2. (a) AWG with more receiver channels than transmitters. (b) The pro-
posed AWG filter shape and specifications.

gaps between receiver channels. Furthermore, if one wavelength
drifts towards the other channels, significant crosstalk occurs
and the transmission will fail (see Fig. 1).

A. MIMO WDM System

To avoid the power loss caused by the wavelength drift with
temperature, we design a cyclic AWG with the number of re-
ceiver channels to be 2.8 times the number of transmitters (see
Fig. 2(a)), which is chosen as the minimum receiver number that
allows for a worst-case decoding penalty to be less than 5 dB.
As the transmitters are set to have 1 nm nominal wavelength
spacing, the receivers are therefore spaced by 0.36 nm. Each
channel’s response is of a Gaussian shape with a 3 dB band-
width of 180% of the channel spacing (0.65 nm) and the cross
point between adjacent channels is only −1 dB (Fig. 2(b)). This
ensures that for any emission wavelength the signal will not be
lost in the null between the conventional AWG channels.

In contrast to a system with a conventional AWG response
where every output port only outputs the signal on a certain
wavelength with very low crosstalk, the outputs from the AWG
may comprise the signals from two or even more transmitters,
which depend on the channel response and the source lasers’
emission wavelengths. Assuming that the system is linear, equa-
tion (1) shows the expression of the combined output received
by a PD from an individual AWG output port:

pdx(t) = {a1 , a2 , a3 , . . . aN } ·

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

input1(t)
input2(t)

...
inputN (t)

⎫
⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭

(1)

where ai(i = 1, 2, 3 . . . , N) represents the channel’s response
to each input signal inputi (t) (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N) and N is the
total number of the inputs. Hence, the proposed AWG can be

Fig. 3. The proposed MIMO-WDM system with N transmitters and M.

Fig. 4. Post-photodetection MMSE decoder array.

modeled using a transfer matrix:
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where M is the total number of output ports of the AWG and
where M > N . Thus, by left-multiplying by a generalized in-
verse of the transfer matrix as shown in (3), we are able to cancel
the crosstalk and recover the original signals:

Input = AWG−1 · PD. (3)

Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagram of a WDM system using
the MIMO-AWG followed by a PD array and the crosstalk
cancellation unit.

B. MMSE Decoder

To implement this decoding process, we design a minimum
mean square error (MMSE) decoder array. For each decoder,
an unique tap wi is be assigned to each PD’s output. These
taps are calculated from an iterative MMSE process, which
minimises the MSE between the sample sequence and the refer-
ence sequence. Finally, the signal is recovered by adding these
weighted outputs from the PDs together (see Fig. 4).
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The power penalty induced by this MMSE decoder results
from two aspects: the residual crosstalk caused by the imperfect
taps and the noise enhancement during the decoding process.
The residual crosstalk can be suppressed to a negligible level by
increasing the number of iterations in the MMSE process. The
standard deviation of the thermal noise in the decoded signal
can be calculated as

σCH1 =
√

w2
1σ2

PD1 + w2
2σ2

PD2 + w2
3σ2

PD3 + · · · + w2
M σ2

PDM
(4)

where σPDi stands for the standard deviation of the thermal
noise in photo-detector i (i = 1, 2, 3 . . . M ) and wi is the tap
assigned to its output. By assuming all PDs have the same noise
level, we have

σCH1 = σPD

√

w2
1 + w2

2 + w2
3 + · · · + w2

M . (5)

Equation (5) indicates that the noise figure of such an MMSE
decoder is determined by the taps from the pseudo-inverse of the
AWG transfer matrix. The electrical power consumption of this
decoder depends on the total number of taps used for decoding
all channels.

Table I lists individual component power consumptions for
the proposed uncooled MIMO DWDM transceiver and a con-
ventional DWDM transceiver. We assume both systems use stan-
dard DFB lasers modulated with 10 Gb/s NRZ signals. All the
other components are identical except that the proposed sys-
tem uses bias control and MIMO AWG and receivers, whilst
the conventional system uses TECs and a regular AWG and
receivers. It should be noticed that the bias control function
contains only tens of lines of C code, which can be easily pro-
grammed into a micro controller which already exists in most
DWDM transceiver modules. Besides, for the MIMO DWDM
system, the updating of the taps at the receiver requires ADCs
and some computations. However, due to the relatively slow
temperature drift, the taps only need to be updated every few
seconds. The calculations of this only take a few milliseconds
and this can be done without interrupting the data signals. Thus,
all decoders can share a single taps updating unit on different
time slots. The results in Table I show that a MIMO DWDM
system has a predicted power saving of 40%.

III. FEEDBACK BASED LASER BIAS CONTROL ALGORITHM

Under most conditions, the signals can be recovered after
crosstalk cancellation. However, when two or more channels
drift too close to each other due to the changes in tempera-
ture, the MMSE decoder will fail owing to significant noise
enhancement. In particular, it becomes theoretically impossible
to decode the signals when two or more channels fully overlap
at the same wavelength. Therefore, to avoid such a failure, in
this paper we intentionally control the bias currents of the lasers
to slightly move their emission wavelengths away from each
other. The tuning process comprises three steps: wavelength
determination, feedback, and laser bias tuning.

A. Wavelength Determination

In the AWG, we have a set of channel filters whose centers are
evenly distributed over the whole wavelength range. Therefore,
through comparing the output powers from different channels,
we can locate these wavelengths. This can be done by simply
inspecting the numbers in the system transfer matrix.

As each tap corresponds to the power received by one receiver
channel from a single transmitter, the emission wavelength from
a single laser must be located between two central positions of
the receivers with the largest and the second largest taps. There-
fore, by comparing these two taps and the associated channel
filter profile, we can locate the wavelength very accurately. Once
we have this wavelength information for every channel, we can
send it back to the transmitter to drive the bias control algorithm.

B. Laser Bias Tuning Algorithm

Compared with the maximum wavelength drift within the
given temperature range, laser bias tuning can only offer a very
limited wavelength tuning range. Thus, an adaptive laser bias
control algorithm is designed to make the best of this available
range to rearrange the wavelengths.

The nominal emission wavelengths for all source lasers with
even spacing are denoted as vector �λnominal:

�λnominal = [λn1 , λn2 , λn3 , λn4 , . . . , λnN ] . (6)

The current emission wavelengths from all lasers are denoted
as vector �λcurrent :

�λcurrent = [λc1 , λc2 , λc3 , λc4 , . . . , λcN ] . (7)

As the goal is to separate them evenly with the nominal spac-
ing, the target wavelengths are denoted as vector �λgoal:

�λgoal = �λnominal + λg = [λg1 , λg2 , λg3 , λg4 , . . . , λgN ] (8)

where λg is a constant that minimizes the distance between
vector λg and �λgoal . That is

λg = λg that minimise

⎛

⎝

√
√
√
√

N∑

i=1

(λgi − λci)
2

⎞

⎠ . (9)

Furthermore, for ensuring that the target wavelengths are
reachable by thermal tuning, the final wavelength results λnew
will be

λnew .i =

⎧
⎨

⎩

λgi , if |λgi − λci | ≤ Tuning range (TR)
λci + TR, if λgi − λci > TR
λci − TR, otherwise.

(10)

However, as shown in the top row of Eq. (10), for some lasers,
the tunable range is not fully used. The residual wavelength tun-
able range, denoted as λres , can still be further used to optimize
the wavelength spacing

λres.i = TR − |λnew .i − λci | . (11)

Therefore, a second stage of bias tuning is designed to fully
utilize these residual tunable ranges. The flow chart shown in
Fig. 5 illustrates a single iteration of rearranging the wavelength
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TABLE I
POWER DISSIPATIONS FOR PROPOSED SYSTEM AND CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM

MIMO DWDM Transceiver Conventional DWDM Transceiver

Devices Power (mW/Ch) Devices Power (mW/Ch)

Laser + Driver 161 + 500 [23] Laser + Driver 132 + 500
9-tap Decoder a 9 × 13.2 [24] TEC 1125
ADC & DSP for updating taps b (79 + 300)/40 [25], [26]
Micro Processor (Bias Control) 50 [27] Micro Processor 50
2.8 × (PIN + TIA) c 2.8 × 100 [28] PIN+TIA 100
CDR 72 [29] CDR 72
Total 1191 mW/Ch Total 1979 mW/Ch

a Nine taps are required for the signals to be decoded in the worst case scenario.
b The ADC/DSP is used to update taps for every decoder and can be shared by all MIMO decoders on
different time slots through electrical switching.
c As in average, each transmitter need 2.8 receiver channels to decode.

Fig. 5. A single iteration of the second stage bias tuning, where Si ,j represents
the spacing between laser i’s and laser j’s wavelengths, (Si.j = λi − λj ).

space using the residual tunable range. 100 iterations are exe-
cuted to make sure almost all residual tunable ranges are used
to optimize the channel spacing. All lasers are checked in ev-
ery loop. Once the range of wavelengths feasible for a given
laser is determined, the system seeks to shift the wavelength
to be equidistant between the two neighboring wavelengths. If
this center position is beyond the possible wavelength range of
the laser, the system shifts the wavelength as much as it can.
It should be noted that, when the signals are de-multiplexed
by a cyclic AWG, this involving the calculation of the spacing
between the first and the last channels, a full spectrum range
(FSR) should be subtracted from the results

{
S1.40 = S1.0 = λ1 − λ40 + FSR
S40.1 = S40.41 = λ40 − λ1 − FSR.

(12)

IV. SIMULATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

A simulation is carried out to validate the performance of this
tuning algorithm. As shown in Fig. 6, there are 40 lasers whose
nominal emission wavelengths are evenly distributed from 1525
to 1565 nm, which is equal to the working window of most

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of simulated system.

EDFAs. The lasers nominally operate at 25 °C and their emission
wavelength may vary with either the ambient temperature or the
bias current. The ambient temperature is allowed to drift within
a 50 °C range and the lasers’ bias currents are set between 40
and 200 mA, which is feasible for most practical DFB lasers.
The wavelength drift rate and the thermal tuning rate are set to
be 0.1 nm/°C and 1 GHz/mA, respectively [30]. The modulated
waveform of a 12.5 Gb/s NRZ signal is modeled by a Gaussian
low pass filter (LPF) with a 20%–80% rise time of 47.1 ps.
The data pattern is a pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS)
with a length of 231–1. Every channel’s PRBS is generated
from a unique seed for the sake of de-correlation between data
sequences.

At the receiver, an AWG with 112 output channels is used as
the de-multiplexer. The proposed channel profile in Section II
is emulated by a second order Gaussian filter with a 3 dB band-
width of 0.65 nm. The AWG outputs are detected by photodiodes
incorporating a 4th order Bessel LPF with a 3 dB bandwidth of
9.4 GHz. The parameters in both the Gaussian LPF and the
Bessel LPF agree with those chosen by the IEEE802.3ae 10
Gb/s Ethernet Task Force [31].

The simulation starts by assuming a random distribution of
laser temperatures with associated drift wavelengths. The bias
tuning algorithm then adapts the laser drive currents step by step
to optimize the channel spacing, as shown in Fig. 7(a). Fig. 7(b)
shows how the power penalties of the spectral channels are
minimized as optimization progresses.

In reality, the laser temperatures vary with time. Fig. 8 shows
how the algorithm continuously adjusts the lasers’ bias currents
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Fig. 7. (a) Wavelengths over the tuning process. (b) Power penalties of MMSE
decoders for each channel. The colours of the channels here correspond to the
colours in Fig. 7(a).

Fig. 8. (a) Wavelength variation under multiple changes of the temperatures.
(b) Power penalty of the worst decoder varies during the tuning process.

to adapt the varying temperature and recover the system. Each
discontinuity in the wavelength indicates a random and instant
change of the temperature in every laser. As can be seen, ev-
ery time when the temperatures of the source lasers change, the
emission wavelengths are rearranged which makes some chan-
nels move close to the others, causing significant increases of
their decoded output power penalties. However, as the bias con-
trol algorithm progresses, all channel spacings are optimized
and hence power penalties of their decoders are minimized. It
should be noted that in reality the rate of the temperature change
can be neglected compared to that of the algorithm response.
Therefore, as the algorithm is running repeatedly, the power
penalty of the MMSE decoder can be kept at a reasonably low
level (see Fig. 8).

However, this random-temperature-drift model cannot repre-
sent all possible cases of the system, so a worst case scenario
has been designed as shown in Fig. 9. This assumes an initial
temperature distribution which causes the output of five lasers
to overlap at exactly 1532 nm. Only five lasers are considered
in this scenario as given the 50 °C temperature range, a laser’s
emission wavelength can only drift within ±2.5 nm, which cov-

Fig. 9. Power penalties in the worst case scenario.

Fig. 10. Power budget of the system.

ers at most 4 neighboring lasers’ wavelengths. Thus, 5 is the
largest number of lasers that can emit at a single wavelength.
On the other hand, from the decoding algorithm’s viewpoint, a
40-channel system can always be seen as a few parallel channel
groups (red circles in Fig. 8(a), which only contain no more
than 5 lasers, other channels not contributing to performance
penalties. Fig. 9(a) shows that even in the worst case, the bias
tuning algorithm can separate the wavelengths by 0.32 nm spac-
ing, ensuring successful data transmission. Also, by using 14
receiver channels which is 2.8 times of the number of transmit-
ters, the power penalty of the worst channel’s MMSE decoder
is recovered to less than 4.3 dB (see Fig. 9(b)). However, any
decoding system with fewer than 14 receiver channels will lead
to a decoding penalty of more than 5 dB, caused by more noise
amplifications in every MMSE decoder.

The worst case power budget and system margin for the de-
coders are shown in Fig. 10. The total budget is calculated by
assuming a 0 dBm laser output and a receiver with a sensitivity
of −22 dBm, which are indicated in the line card standard Tel-
cordia GR-253 OC192 LR2 [32]. A 20 dB gain from a post-fiber
EDFA, whose noise figure is 2 dB, is used to compensate the
loss caused by the couplers and the fibers. As can be seen from
Fig. 10, even under the worst case scenario, the system still has
more than 6 dB margin.
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Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.

Fig. 12. AWG filters’ (receiver channels) center positions.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Setup of the Demonstration System
An experiment is performed to assess the system performance

under the worst case scenario. As shown in Fig. 11, 40 standard
DFB lasers with nominal emission wavelengths between 1525
and 1565 nm with 125 GHz nominal spacing are deployed.
Temperature controllers for transmitter channels 25–29 are used
to set the temperatures to the worst case distribution, causing
these five laser emission wavelengths to overlay each other.
Temperatures in all the other 35 lasers are left uncontrolled.
The bias current of each laser starts at 100 mA and they all
can be tuned from 45 to 205 mA with a thermal tuning rate
of around 1 GHz/mA, resulting in a tuning range of 1.3 nm.
For the sake of the assessment (as in practice lasers should
be direct modulated), the source lasers for channels 25–29 are
independently modulated by Mach–Zehnder modulators with
de-correlated 12.5 Gb/s NRZ pseudo random data patterns of
231–1 length. The lasers for channels 1–24 and channels 30–40
are modulated by two separate Mach–Zehnder modulators after
being coupled by an AWG and the polarization of these lasers
is rotated mechanically to ensure all sources are modulated and
interfering with the central five lasers under test. The outputs
from these three groups of lasers are then coupled together
by three-stage couplers and amplified by an EDFA and then
transmitted through 28 km of SMF-28 fiber.

At the receiver end, the optical signal is first recorded by an
optical spectrum analyzer. Once the wavelength information is
obtained, it is fed back to a LabView program running on a
PC to run the bias tuning algorithm. Then the program con-
trols the programmable current sources to adjust the laser drive
currents to optimize the channel spacing. Then the signal is
de-multiplexed by two cascaded tunable band pass filters (each
with 0.8 nm bandwidth). The central positions of these filters

Fig. 13. OSA trace (a) and directly received eye diagrams (b) from all receiver
channels before temperature (wavelength) drift. All lasers in Ch25�29 are
operating at 25 °C and all lasers’ bias currents are 100 mA.

Fig. 14. OSA trace of 40 channels, the temperatures of Ch25�29 are adjusted
so that they all emit at the same wavelength (temperatures are 45, 36, 28, 17 and
5 °C, respectively). All lasers’ bias currents are still 100 mA.

are adjusted to emulate an AWG with 0.65 nm 3-dB channel
bandwidth and 0.3 nm channel spacing (see Fig. 12). The re-
sulting signal for each channel is captured by an oscilloscope
and post-processed on a PC using MATLAB.

B. Experimental Result

The experiment consists of two steps: creating a worst-case
scenario temperature drift and applying the laser bias tuning
algorithm. Fig. 13(a) shows the starting point where all the
lasers’ temperatures are nominally separated. The eye diagrams,
received directly from RX channels 2, 5, 8, 11 and 14, show
that they can be decoded even without MMSE decoders (see
Fig. 13(b)). However, after the temperatures drift, wavelengths
of channels from 25 to 29 all overlap (see Fig. 14) making
successful signal decoding impossible.

Fig. 15(a) shows the spectrum after application of the tuning
algorithm. The channels are now spaced at 0.31 nm. Fig. 15(b)
shows the eye diagrams of the signals directly received from
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Fig. 15. (a) Optical spectra after tuning the bias currents. (The bias currents
are now 50, 100, 139, 177 and 201 mA, respectively). (b) Eye diagrams after
decoding.

Fig. 16. BERs for ch25-ch29 after algorithm applied.

receiver channels 5–12. It can be seen that most of these non-
decoded signals contain severe crosstalk. The eye diagrams of
the outputs from the MMSE decoders are shown in Fig. 15(b).
All channels are successfully decoded. The BER curves for
channels 25–29 after tuning the bias currents, calculated using
the eye diagrams decoded from the experimental results and
a reference receiver with a sensitivity of –18 dBm at a BER
of 10–12, are shown in Fig. 16. For each channel, the back-to-
back case here is defined as only one channel is turned on and
transmitted at a time and the BER is measured using the signal
directly received from the photo-detector with the maximum
received optical power. The MMSE decoder is used in this mea-
surement. It can be seen that compared with the back-to-back
case, when all channels are turned on and decoded with the
MMSE decoder, the worst case channel has a penalty of only
4.5 dB, which is very close to the result from simulation.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a novel MIMO
DWDM system using standard uncooled and independent DFB
lasers. This design allows the emission wavelength of each inde-
pendent laser to continuously drift with temperature. A feedback
based laser bias control algorithm is introduced to constantly

optimize the wavelength spacing between adjacent lasers. A
MIMO receiver based on an AWG with more receiver channels
than transmitters followed by a MMSE decoder array is used
to ensure the signal can always be detected and recovered even
with severe crosstalk.

A comprehensive simulation in MATLAB is shown in order
to investigate the performance of the system under different
temperature scenarios. A scenario with five lasers all emitting at
the same wavelength is considered to be the worst case within
the given temperature range. In this worst case scenario, there
is a 4.3 dB power penalty from the worst MMSE case decoder
leading to at least 6 dB margin in the proposed system.

In order to validate the simulation result, we demonstrate a
40 channel uncooled DWDM system with the temperatures from
five neighboring lasers the same as the worst case scenario. Af-
ter applying the laser bias tuning algorithm, all channels are
successfully decoded and the power penalty of the worst chan-
nel’s MMSE decoder is only 4.5 dB. In summary this MIMO
WDM system is predicted to reduce the power consumption by
40%.
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